Distracted driving is deadly, claiming 3,477 lives in the U.S. in 2015 alone. Although there has been a considerable amount of research on modeling the distracted behavior of drivers under various conditions, accurate automatic detection using multiple modalities and especially the contribution of using the speech modality to improve accuracy has received little attention. This paper introduces a new multimodal dataset for distracted driving behavior and discusses automatic distraction detection using features from three modalities: facial expression, speech and car signals. Detailed multimodal feature analysis shows that adding more modalities monotonically increases the predictive accuracy of the model. Finally, a simple and effective multimodal fusion technique using a polynomial fusion layer shows superior distraction detection results compared to the baseline SVM and neural network models.
Introduction
In 2015, 3477 deaths in car crashes in the U.S. were attributed to distracted driving [1] . The use of electronic devices, particularly cellphones, while driving is one of the most common causes. Vehicle and cellphone manufacturers designed speech interfaces (such as Siri) that were supposed to reduce potential distraction by eliminating the need to look at a screen. However, studies show that hands-free voice technologies are still highly distracting [2] . While legislation in many states bans the use of cellphones while driving, many individuals continue to speak and text while driving. Since this practice continues, another strategy must be adopted: warning the driver when a dangerous situation arises while she is distracted.
Automatic distraction detection can enable in-car systems or virtual personal assistants to choose the right time to warn the driver, giving out safety information, or shut down some app in a dangerous situation. Early attempts to do this had high false alarm rates [3] . False alarms cause drivers to ignore or disable the system. This lack of robustness is often linked to the paucity of information, that is, the use of only one or two modalities for detection, often just facial expressions. Detecting driver distraction is complex. A variety of modalities come into play, all of which should be used to detect distraction. In addition to facial expression, there is the driver's speech while talking to a passenger, instructing an intelligent agent or talking on the phone. Information coming from the vehicle itself (CAN bus) such as knowing when the driver is braking is also important. Interaction across modalities is important. For example, a system based on eye-gaze alone fails if the driver is wearing sunglasses. Recent advances in multimodal deep learning afford better performance thanks to both improved facial feature detection and the ability to learn a joint representation from multiple modalities via multimodal fusion [4] . There are two advantages of multimodal deep learning over traditional unimodal approaches: 1) better accuracy, and 2) more robust detection.
We have developed a novel deep multimodal polynomial fusion (MPF) architecture to robustly detect distraction. Specifically, we used a polynomial function to map features from different modalities to a weighted sum of the intermodal product interactions as the fused representation for distraction detection. We also introduce a new training and assessment dataset.
The contribution of this paper is three-fold:
• A database of distracted driving behavior containing distraction events.
• Empirical evidence that incorporating multiple modalities improves distraction detection.
• A simple and effective multimodal fusion technique that outperforms baseline models.
Related Work
This section describes existing distraction detection approaches for each modality, and then describes previous work which explored multiple modalities. We also present related datasets.
Visual -Facial expression Previous work focused on facial cues such as facial landmarks, head pose turns, glances, eyegaze tracking, and facial action units [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . While good detection accuracy was achieved without the use of other modalities, these approaches lack robustness in cases where either some part of the face is obscured or the lighting changes dramatically [7] . Data from additional modalities can compensate for the missing information.
Visual -Road conditions Researchers used a forward-facing camera and computer vision algorithms [11, 12, 13, 14] . Scene understanding is used along with information from a backwardfacing camera (driver's glances) to categorize driving behavior [13, 14] . This bi-modal approach can detect what the driver is attending to on the road ahead [15] . Lane position changes can be captured by the forward-facing camera [11, 14] .
Acoustics -Speech The driver's speech has been used by [16, 17, 18] . There are voice interfaces installed in the vehicle, such as a spoken dialog system or personal assistant [16, 15] . The driver's speech is analyzed to derive features such as voice activity detection and strings of words via automatic speech recognition [18] .
Driving measures Vehicle control signals also encode changes in driving performance that reflect distraction [18] . They serve as complementary information to other modalities. CAN-Bus information that has been used includes: speed, steering wheel position, gas pedal usage, and break pedal usage [16, 15, 10, 11] .
These used early fusion techniques that concatenate multimodal features into a single feature vector. For example, [19] uses modalities similar to those used in this paper. They used data from front and rear-facing cameras to extract road and facial features, audio from a microphone to extract the energy of speech, and CAN-bus information. They performed early feature fusion, trained machine learning models for binary classification of distraction, and showed promising results. This did not, however, model the intermodal interaction amongst features [20] . We compare our MPF model to their best binary classification model, SVM, below.
Other information A few studies have used body position from a Kinect camera [21] . This indicates whether the driver's both hands are on the steering wheel. Physiological signals such as an electroencephalogram (EEG) have also been studied [10] . Both approaches require additional equipment not commonly found on vehicles (often due to cost). Due to the limited amount of existing data and the fact that these signals are noisy, they are less interesting for distraction detection.
Datasets One of the most well-studied distraction detection datasets is UTDrive [16] . Collected in the 2000s, it is naturalistic and multimodal, and has a speech interface. Beside the limited sensor capabilities existing at the time the data was recorded, the dataset does not have: 1) extensive dialog interaction (i.e. phone usage), and 2) sufficient amounts of data. Taamneh et al. [22] released a multimodal distracted driving dataset which is large enough for our needs, but does not include recorded speech. To investigate distraction detection using multimodal deep learning, we need a dataset that has speech and more instances of distraction.
Multimodal Distraction Dataset
We designed a dataset that can capture more instances and nuances of distraction (we have ∼ 147k datapoints at frame-level in the training set and ∼ 25% of them correspond to places where the driver was distracted). Specifically, we wanted to create distracting instances that afford different degrees of cognitive load, due to the road conditions, the type of message to be dealt with and the coincidence of the two. We also wanted to represent several sources of messages: texts, phone calls and emails. We recorded as many different modalities as possible (forward camera, backward camera, microphone, car information). There were 30 subjects, 7 female and 23 male, each driving for about 15 minutes (minimum 9 minutes, maximum 21.36 minutes). While driving, each subject had three types of interaction at different levels of cognitive load with the message agent on an Android phone. For example, low cognitive load is a combination of low-load email from Mom asking if the driver was feeling ok today while the subject was driving on a straightaway. High load is the combination of a friend asking the driver to list five things she wants for her upcoming birthday while she is entering a hairpin turn. Messages were sent as: text messages, phone calls, and email. The four modalities we captured were time synchronized. After driving, the subject was asked to watch the recording and annotate stretches of time (start and end point) when they felt they had been distracted.
Data collection system architecture The simulated driving route was created using the OpenDS driving simulator [23] . Traffic signs, a traffic light, hairpin turns, and odd objects along the side of the road created situations that demanded attention. The simulator recorded and synchronized the driving data. A spoken dialog system was connected to a personal assistant that interacted with the driver to produce the predefined messages. The MultiSense recorder 1 recorded and synchronized facial videos and speech from a backward-facing camera. Open Broadcaster screen capture software 2 , served as the forwardfacing camera, capturing what the subject saw on the screen while driving. A wizard interface controlled all of the submodules and initiated tasks in the dialog system. Each type of signal was synchronized with timestamps and saved to the database.
The multimodal distraction detection dataset will be made publicly available after Interspeech publication of this paper.
Multimodal Polynomial Fusion
In this section, we present multimodal polynomial fusion (MPF) for learning fused representations for distraction detection.
Given feature vectors xF , xS, xC at each time frame (10Hz) from face, speech, and car modalities respectively, we want to learn a shared hidden representation h f usion that captures the interaction amongst these modalities to detect driver distraction at that time frame.
The cube activation function f cube (z) = (z) 3 [24] , where z = h1 + h2 + ... + hn + β0, is a simple way to learn such a shared representation from multiple feature vectors (h1, h2, ..., hn, along with a bias term β0) of the same dimension. It is a special configuration of Polynomial Networks [25, 26, 27, 28, 29] . Chen et al. [24] show that the product interactions of features captured by cube activation empirically lead to a better representation for dependency parsing. Intuitively, the cube activation function resembles a polynomial kernel that extracts 3-combinations with repetitions from h1, h2, ..., hn, and β0: 
where is the Hadamard product.
The multimodal polynomial fusion (MPF) layer is inspired by the cube activation function. First, the feature vectors from each modality are transformed so that all of them have the same dimension |h|, so that an element-wise product (the Hadamard product) of features from different modalities can be performed:
where WF ∈ R |h|×|x F | , WS ∈ R |h|×|x S | , WC ∈ R |h|×|x C | . Then hF , hS, and hC could be passed to a cube activation to model the intermodal interactions of the three: h f usion = (hF + hS + hC + β0) 3 . However, cube activation captures redundant combinations from duplicated feature modalities, although being computationally efficient. For example, hF hF hC is also an interaction term captured by cube activation, but it is not a reasonable representation to include in multimodal fusion, since modalities need not be repeatedly used in intermodal interaction. Such redundancy could increase complexity and lead to inferior predictive results.
To alleviate this problem, the multimodal polynomial fusion (MPF) layer (Eq. 3) is designed to model h f usion by summing up selected weighted intermodal interaction amongst the three feature modalities. Each interaction is derived by an element-wise product of features. The proposed neural architecture is shown on Figure 1 . The multimodal fusion representation is calculated using the following polynomial function:
where αi ∈ R are learnable parameters adjusting the weight of each term, β0 ∈ R |h| is the bias term, and is the elementwise multiplication of vectors. Thus, hF hS hC models trimodal interaction; hF hC , hF hS, and hS hC models bimodal interaction; hF , hS, and hC are the unimodal features. Essentially, hMP F is a weighted sum of the product interactions of the feature vectors from the three modalities.
The advantage of the polynomial fusion layer is that it explicitly specifies the desired combinations of modalities to model interaction and also learns the weights for all intermodal dynamics. The polynomial fusion layer can easily be extended to accommodate more modalities by adding more terms in the polynomial.
We then feed the fused hidden representation hMP F to a tanh activation:
The tanh activation function is used because hMP F is unbounded and thus needs to be controlled by bounded non-linear activation [30] . Empirically, we found that tanh did stabilize network training and led to better results than unbounded activations such as ReLU . Finally, the hidden representation h f usion is fed to a twolayer feed forward neural network with dropouts and ReLU activations. The complete model is shown on Figure 1 .
Experiments
We now describe the multimodal features, baseline models, experimental methodology, and results. Figure 2 : A case-in-point visualization of distraction for three modalities: Face, Speech, and Car. Each feature modality is reduced and normalized to a one-dimensional space and projected onto a continuous time axis. The grey area denotes the time period when the driver said she was distracted.
Multimodal Features
This paper focuses on three modalities: facial expression/movement, speech, and car information. Feature sets were extracted from the backward facing camera video and the speech signal. All of the above features were synchronized with respect to the frame of audio features (10Hz). Distraction classification is performed here on a frame-wise basis.
Qualitative feature analysis Feature value variation by dimensionality reduction for each of the three modalities over time is shown for one example in Figure 2 . The grey area denotes the time period when the driver said she was distracted. Figure 2 shows that when the driver screamed, there was a peak in the speech features as well as a corresponding peak in the facial features, due to mouth opening. Similarly, when the driver turned her head to the side toward the phone, the facial features show a negative peak. There was also a significant change in car information showing the moment when the driver realized that she went off the road and tried to shift back onto it. This qualitative analysis shows that the feature peaks may correlate with and complement one another in indicating driver distraction (the grey area). Thus, distraction detection may benefit from modeling the intermodal interaction of the modalities.
Baseline Models
We compare our model (MPF) to seven baseline models and MPF variants: Majority is the trivial baseline predicting the majority label; SVM is the Support Vector Machine using early fusion multimodal features in [19] which achieves the best performance on binary classification of distraction; NN-Early is a two-layer feed forward neural network that takes the concatenation of features from three modalities; NN-Cube is the cube activation function for fusing features from three modalities described in [24] ; NN-TC is the tanh-cube activation function for fusing features from three modalities described in [30] ; MPF-1 and MPF-2, which are variants of our full MPF model, use one modality and two modalities as input respectively. To ensure fair comparisons of neural network models, all of the fused representations have the same size (except for early fusion which has a larger size due to concatenation) and are fed to a two-layer feed forward neural network with the same number of parameters using the train/dev/test partition mentioned below. 
Methodology
The 30 subjects were randomly separated into 20/5/5 train/dev/test sets. Each subject is in only one partition so that models can generalize to new drivers. For each subject, features are scaled to zero mean and unit variance. The binary classification of distraction is performed at frame-level, so the train/dev/test sets have 147k/36k/37k datapoints. Since the data is imbalanced, the performance of the models is evaluated by Area Under ROC Curve (AUC), Equal Error Rate (EER), and F-1 score. We chose the hyper-parameters of each model based on its development set performance. Neural network models were trained using the Adam optimizer [33] with a step learn- ing rate scheduler, regularized by dropouts [34] . The size of the fused representation |h| is 16 and the size of hidden layers is 8.
Results and Discussion
In Table 1 , we report the experimental results of the baseline models and our MPF model with accuracy, AUC, EER, and F-1 score. For MPF-1 and MPF-2, we also show the choice of feature combinations that was used. Other baseline models besides Majority use all three modalities. Table 1 shows that MPF performs best for the combinations of modalities (MPF-1 and MPF-2). It also shows that even if some unimodal features have poor performance, all modalities contribute to a certain extent to the results. That is, we achieve monotonically increasing accuracy with MPF using modalities that may not individually have good performance. This emphasizes the importance of intermodal interaction in multimodal fusion representation.
Results show that MPF performs better than the baseline models (all using three modalities), where the MPF model achieves an AUC of 0.7152, an EER of 0.3416, and an F-1 score of 0.5641 on the test set, while the best baseline NN-Cube achieves 0.7048, 0.3488, and 0.5453 respectively.
We also show the ROC curve of selected models in Figure 3 . at various detection thresholds. We see that using more modalities (blue curve) has the largest ROC AUC. Performance increased when the speech modality was added. By adjusting the detection threshold, MPF achieves the lowest false positive rate while preserving good detection accuracy.
Conclusion
The results confirm that combining signals from multiple modalities through MPF affords better prediction performance for distraction detection due to its ability to model unimodal, bimodal and trimodal interactions. In future work we plan to add the fourth modality from the forward-facing camera that records road conditions to further boost performance.
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